In this paper we investigate the notion of developing generic aspects in Hyper/J and compare it with other approaches.
Introduction
Compared with other engineering products, software has a relatively low degree of reusability. Applying the principles of software engineering like separation of concerns, modularity, abstraction, anticipation of change, generality and incremental development will increase the level of reusability, and consequently the quality of software. AspectJ [1] and Hyper/J [5] seem to be two of the most notable tools that provide general mechanisms to support a disciplined design approach for applying the principles of separation of concerns, modularity and abstraction. In AspectJ one models a crosscutting concern as an aspect, and specifies joinpoints (grouped in pointcuts) and the corresponding actions (advices) to be taken once joinpoints are reached during the execution of the program. In Hyper/J, one chooses the most appropriate decomposition for a program and then combines the pieces by specifying a series of composition rules. In [4] we discussed the notion of the visibility of aspect definitions over components in the context of AspectJ by presenting different types of visibility relationships, and proposed a language framework that decreases the coupling between aspects and components. In this paper we address the notion of developing generic reusable aspects (hyperslice definitions) in the context of Hyper/J.
Motivating Example
Consider an example whereby bean behavior is added to an abstract data type (a class) with setters and getters fields. We are interested in catching and firing an event of state of change of an object instance whenever a set method is executed.
A classical object-oriented solution to this problem would be to insert the necessary code to fire the event in every setter function in order to inform the listeners of the state change. The outcome of this would be code scattering and code tangling, which is highly undesirable.
A solution to this general problem in AspectJ is presented in [4] . It consists mainly of an around advice, which wraps a set method with the corresponding get methods and subsequently asks the object (given as a parameter) to fire the event with the obtained old and new values. The object delegates firing the event to its java.beans.PropertyChangeSupport field object. Figure 1 shows the implementation of the advice in AspectJ. IPropertyChangeSupport is an interface with methods to add/remove listeners of type PropoertyChangeListener and to fire a PropertyChangeEvent.
The question we would like to address is how to implement this functionality in Java in a generic fashion and merge it with the base code using the composition rules of Hyper/J. We will address this question in the subsequent sections. Generic aspects can be conceived as pieces of code that can be added to a base program through a weaving mechanism (as in AspectJ) or through the specification of composition rules (as in Hyper/J). As a result the hyperspace involving such one aspect is, in its most general form, a two-dimensional space, where the aspect is represented by one dimension and the base code roughly and without loss of generality by the other. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of such a hyperspace. Note the base code and the aspect code are also physically separated in two locations, i.e. in two Java packages.
hyperspace genericAspectBaseHyperspace composable class base.*; composable class genericAspect.*;
Figure 2. Two-dimensional hyperspace including base and generic aspect code
The concern mapping adds no new dimensions to the hyperspace and is shown in Figure 3 . It reflects the existence of two concerns, the base concern and the aspect concern. Each mapping indicates that all classes and interfaces and all of their members that are part of the package address the one concern in the corresponding Feature dimension.
package base : Feature.base package genericAspect : Feature.genericAspect
Figure 3. Base and generic aspect concern file
Before going further in the general form of the hypermodule file involving a generic aspect, we turn back to the example of adding bean behavior to an arbitrary abstract data type of the previous section. We need to implement the functionality depicted in Figure 1 in pure Java as a first step to merge it later with the base code. We look for a generic java function, which warps every set method with the corresponding get methods and subsequently fires the event with the obtained values. The code is shown in Figure 4 .
Having established the hyperspace structure and concern mapping in such a way that it supports separation of concern and code reusability, we now address the question of defining the hyperslices and the composition strategy and rules to merge them together. 
Figure 4. Implementing base method calls wrapped within try-catch block
We notice that in order to be able to use the generic function of Figure 4 , the client object on the base side must be of IPropertyChangeSupport type. Since this is part of the beanFeature, we need to add this type to our base as an abstract class. Moreover, because every set method call is to be substituted by invokeMethod(), the base client must provide a dummy implementation for this method (see Figure 5 1 ). In this way, we secure the separation of our concerns and guarantee declarative completeness, which is an important requirement to encapsulate concerns and eliminate coupling between hyperslices 2 . Furthermore, note that each concern is confined to a Java package and at the same time define a hyperslice. In [5] a design with such hyperslice packages is referred to as "developing with hyperslice packages". The next step is to write the Hyper/J hypermodule file to integrate the bean class code with the base code. A merging mechanism is proposed in Figure 6 (Feature.genericAspect of Figure 2 is renamed to Feature.bean to fit the example implementation).
The concern mapping identifies two features to be composed, a base and a generic aspect. The code of each concern is implemented completely separate from the code of the other concerns. Each package defines a hyperslice and encapsulates one concern. XPoint is a base client of type IPropertyChangeSupport, which extends the abstract data type Point and calls invokeMethod()with the appropriate parameters after providing a dummy implementation of this method. The merging relationship equate builds a correspondence between the units XPoint and BeanAspect belonging to different hyperslices, which is necessary for proper execution of the invokeMethod(). With the merging strategy mergeByName the merging link between the two units is established. 
Exception Handling
In this section we consider the question of exception handling in a Java program and apply the same merging procedure of the previous section. We are particularly interested in Java's RuntimeExceptions, which can be thrown during the normal operation of the Java Virtual Machine. Such exceptions are basically bugs and the Java compiler does not enforce exception specifications for them. However, if the program is supposed to handle some of them, like for example, catching NumberFormatExceptions and IndexOutOfBoundsExceptions for methods involving vector or array operations and expecting an integer parameter, the code becomes tangled with repetitive try-catch blocks. To solve this problem we proceed as above.
First we look for a java function, which warps every method call (involving Vector/Array operations) in a try-catch block. The code is shown in Figure 7 . The other function newInteger() handles the cases where the input string is of wrong format.
The hyperspace and concern mapping are similar to those of the bean example of the previous section. Figure 8 sketches a base class Demo using the services of the generic aspect class RTExceptionHandling, which represents the runtime exception handling concern. Note that Demo provides dummy implementations of two methods invokeMethod() and newInteger() and includes no handling code for runtime NumberFormat-and IndexOutOf-BoundsExceptions. Method setIndex() needs to call initElementAt() with an integer value, which is supposed to be within the range of 10. The hypermodule file needed to integrate the RTExceptionHandling class code with base code including Demo class is similar to that of the previous section ( Figure 6 ) and is depicted in Figure 9 . The procedure to merge generic aspect code with an application code followed in the previous examples consists of two steps:
1. Use reflection to encapsulate generic behavior within an aspect class. 2. Follow the design principle of "developing with hyperslice packages".
The second step involves the definition a two-dimensional hyperspace and a concern mapping that builds the package structure one-to-one as two Features (Figures 2 and 3) . Furthermore, to satisfy the requirement of declarative completeness, the base code must, if necessary, be supplemented with abstract classes and it must provide dummy implementations of the generic methods of the aspect class.
We notice that the generic aspects framework suggested in [4] is also applicable in case of Hyper/J as an implementation language providing a merging mechanism to support multidimensional separation of concerns. According to this framework and in the case of the bean example, the "aspect world" is represented by the BeanAspect and is related to the "base world" through the usage of the IPropertyChangeSupport type. XPoint establishes the contact between the two worlds, first by being of IPropertyChangeSupport type (through implements-relationship) and second by implementing the method invokeMethod().
We follow the design principle of developing with "hyperslice packages" to keep the generic aspect and the base code separated. To satisfy the requirement of declarative completeness within this context, we need to supplement the base code with abstract classes and methods. For example, in the case of the bean aspect, we had to provide the base package with an abstract data type IPropertyChangeSupport and a dummy implementation of the aspect method invokeMethod().
The integration mechanism of Hyper/J, which consists of a merging tool together with a script-language to specify the merging strategy and relationships between the various elements of the hyperslices, is relatively straightforward and has the advantage of programming in one language, namely, Java. However, the language is still developing and the existing limitations on some merging strategies and relationships lead to a decrease in the possible implementation choices. The join point model of AspectJ, on the other hand, provides a flexible and powerful weaving mechanism.
Related work
In [2] Chavez, Garcia and Lucena suggest a transformation algorithm from AspectJ into Hyper/J, where they specify explicitly the steps necessary to transform an AspectJ code into a Java code that fits the integration mechanism of Hyper/J and further on they outline the structure of the hypermodule file. This algorithm, however, is confined to some initial conditions that restrict its applicability to generic aspects. Among these conditions are, for example, the non-existence of around-advices and the definition of the pointcuts being limited to the execution to single methods (with no wild cards).
Clarke and Walker [3] stress the principle of separation of concerns throughout the software lifecycle. They consider the observer pattern as a composition pattern at the design level and implement it in AspectJ and Hyper/J at this level as a step before applying it to a library design application at the base level. These authors notice that the mapping of the observer pattern to Hyper/J as an implementation language reduces the reusability and extensibility of the code because of the restrictions imposed by the merging mechanism.
Conclusion
We have investigated the issue of using Hyper/J approach to merge generic aspects with base code and found that our framework presented in [4] is also applicable in case of Hyper/J being the implementation language.
Hyper/J supports a clean separation between generic aspects, as reusable pieces of code, and base code components. AspectJ, on the other hand, being a programming language with a powerful join point model and constructs, provides a flexible mechanisms to weave in aspects' code into base components.
